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l.CVRRENT DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS- TORE SUPRA has been designed to
study long pulse plasmas (t>30 s) at high plasma current (lp <2 MA) associated with high
additional power (Padd£ 20 MW). Current diffusion studies are essentially based on the
analysis of the plasma discharge paths in the plane (q^a)M) where li represents the internal
inductance of the plasma and q^a), the safety factor at the edge of the plasma. The current
diffusion rate during the current rise phase is analysed with a numerical code using plasma
resistivity profiles from Te profiles measured by the ECE diagnostic.

On TORE SUPRA, the current build-up between plasma ionization and the current plateau is
established in two phases. A first phase, referred to as rapid, corresponds to the initial current
rise with a rate between 3 and 5 MA/s. This phase is mainly dependent on the discharge
breakdown conditions (electric field, filling pressure, leakage field and state of the walls) and is
very often characterized by intense MHD activity and rapid current penetration. The dynamics
of the current profile has been studied in the second phase, referred to as slow, where the
plasma is well established and where it is possible to vary the current ramp rate (series 1).

The same analysis was carried out during a
second current ramp up between two stationary '"̂  PIuml camat

phases (series 2).

The current ramp rate is the parameter which
has the greatest effect on the variation of the
inductance, lj, in relation to %(a) (fig. 1).
After a short time, during which the current
profile is reorganized, the internal inductance \\
varies quasi linearly with qv(a). The lowest
internal inductance corresponds to the faster
current ramp rate. MHD activity, which is not
observed for cases with slow current ramp-up,
appears in the vicinity of rational values of
qv(a) at higher ramp rate and increases whith
the ramp rate, until a major disruption occurs.

In order to study the variation of the current
profile in the (qv(a),li) space we have
characterized each discharge by its initial
inductance (after the fast current rise), l,(i), by
the variation of \\ with respect to qw(a),
dlj/dqw(a), and by its inductance during the •»• >• « 7 *
equilibrium phase, lj(0-
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Figure 2

The quantity dli/dqv(a) is practically
proportional to dlp/dt as long as there is
no MHD activity (fig 2). As soon as
MHD activity is observable, dlj/dqy(a) is
quickly saturated with respect to dlp/dt.
This saturation indicates an acceleration
of the current diffusion rate.

For the other série, S2, a second
current ramp, with different ramp rate,
was applied after a first plateau was
obtained. In that case, the initial lj(i)
values are different and so does the
values obtained for dli/dqv(a) for the
same value of dlp/dt .However the linear
dependence on dlp/dt, followed by
saturation at high ramp rate are still
observed. As for the previous series,
MHD activity is detected shortly before
saturation.

A numerical 1-D code computing the cylindrical current density profile from Michelson
interferometry has been developed (fig.3). Peaked, flat or even hollow Tc current profiles
have been observed, depending on the current ramp rate. We constructed Tc(p) profiles from
TC(R), where p labels the most likely magnetic surface radius. The poloidal magnetic field
diffusion equation is solved iteratively using classical Spitzer resistivity as a first try. A Zeff.
value indépendant of the radius is used, and neoclassical correction is neglected. An anomaly
factor, A, is then introduced in order to fit the plasma surface voltage Vs. The current density
profiles obtained with this code, have been successfully tested with a cylindrical A' code used to
study the tearing modes stability/1/.

In the two series S1 and S2, this anomaly factor is smaller or of the order of 2. This is even
the case at large dlp/dt, with large MHD activity and saturated dlj/dqv(a). The acceleration of
the current diffusion indicated by the saturation of dlj/dqv(a) is due to a increase of the
resistivity allowing the current to penetrate more rapidly.

Limit conditionsitions J |TI=TI=T|

Current diffusion equation

Figure 3



It is clear that the same dlp/dt, applied to
two different current profiles characterized by
two different initial internal inductances, Ij(i),
should not evolve towards the same
equilibrium, characterized by li(f). following
an identical path. This was tested by applying
the same second current ramp with different
time delays after the first current plateau. It
was found that the derivative of the internal
inductance with respect to q\|;(a) depends
practically linearly on its "initial value", li(i),
as long as there is no MHD activity. For a
given ramp rate, a value, li(i)=lio, can be
found which results in a stationary current
profile during the current build-up phase 121.
The Ij0 value depends on the disturbance
applied, dln/dt , such as,

lio = li(i) + CdWdt where C=.6 s/MA.
The duration of the TORE SUPRA ohmic

discharges, typically 12 s between plasma
breakdown and the current plateau, is long
enough to reach steady state. To a given qv(a)
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steady state OH discharge, corresponds a given current profile characterized by its specific
inductance value lj(f)=f(qv(a)) .Values higher than this equilibrium value result, during the
current plateau phase, in major disruptions (figure 4).

The limits for stable operation of TORE SUPRA are shown in figure 4. Within that
domain, the internal inductance may be modelled as

li = ( li(f) - Cdlp/dt - li(i) ) ( 1 - e- 'fa ) + li(i)

Thus, given an initial (breakdown) value of lj ,the current profile and plasma stability can be
controlled by proper adjustment of the ramp-up rate.

2. FLUX CONSUMPTION • Owing to the fact that the quantity of magnetic flux available
in a tokamak is limited, perfect kno -?dge is required of the various components of the flux
consumed in order to minimize cons --nion and to be able to define a suitable transformer size
for future high current tokomakprojeus.

Flux consumption in TORE SUPRA was analyzed using the Poynting's vector approach :

1
where E0 is the toroidal electric field. Be is the poloidal magnetic field and jô is the toroidal
current density. In order to define a purely inductive flux which is cancelled out with the
plasma current at the end of discharge, and following Sugihara, we combined resistive losses
with the loss term due to current diffusion. We carried out a systematic flux consumption study
for various current ramp-up rates. These range from the slow scenario in which the current is
built up within a period of time comparable to the current diffusion time to the rapid scenario in
which a high level of MHD activity subsists throughout the whole build-up.In Figure 5, we
show numerous results of flux consumption at the core for all current ramp up rates to reach
the current plateau in relation to that plateau current value. A very simple model allows an
accurate estimation of the flux consumed at the plasma surface to achieve a current plateau, Ip :
A4>s = A*D + A<I)I = (^A+VD-tr.u.) + MIp where <!>A is the flux dissipated on breakdown,
VD is the dissipative voltage and tr.u. is the plasma current ramp-up time.



As shown in dashed line in the figure 5, the
flux consumed at core has a lower limit
proportional to the plasma current :

Atf>n=A<I>s+At*)ext=3.52 Ip =1.18 ^loRIp
The corresponding limit for the flux at the

plasma surface is
AOS / ^o R Ip = .82 (Wb/MA)

with for the inductive component,
A0>i / |L10 R Ic = .45 (Wb/MA)

and for the dissipative component,

AOD /m>Rip =-38 (Wb/MA).
In fact, the flux consumption calculated in

such a way is usually not sufficient to reach
steady state. The inductive flux continues to
increase until the internal inductance reaches
its equilibrium value, Li(f) = Lj(qy(a)).
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In Figure 6, we show, as a function of dlp/dt, the consumption of inductive flux, *i,
dissipated flux, <DD and we compare the flux at the plasma surface, <t>spiawau, when the plasma
discharge reaches the current plateau and the flux at the plasma surface, 4>sequ>., at the moment
when the plasma discharge reaches a state of equilibrium. The following conclusion may be
made :

- The inductive flux consumed to reach
the current plateau becomes smaller as the
current ramp-up rate increases, in that the
internal inductance, h is that much smaller.
- The dissipative component is a quasi-
linear function of time and the flux,
dissipated to reach the current plateau is
increasingly large as the current ramp-up
rate is reduced.
- However, the flux consumed to reach
equilibrium is practically independent of
the current ramp rate because the time
required to reach steady state varies very
little (=3 s on TORE SUPRA) and the
inductive flux consumed is determined by
the equilibrium internal inductance Itff)
which is mainly a function of the qy(a)ftat
top value. The flux consumption at the
plasma surface to reach a steady state is
accurately estimated by the formula :
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Figure 6
where te is the time required to reach the equilibrium and LHf}=Li(q^(a)) is the equilibrium
internal inductance. The flux consumption to reach a stationary current profile is not a direct
function of the flat top current value but depends upon the current diffusion time io(=l s on
TORE SUPRA) and the q^a) value. This flux can be two times larger than the minimum flux
to reach the flat top current. Thus even if ramping the current faster results in a longer current
plateau, the steady state phase is not extended.
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